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 The goal of this research was to test the dehydration tolerance of two 
ecotypes of the moss species Physcomitrella patens.  I compared the newly 
isolated Reute ecotype, originating from Baden-Württemberg, Germany, to the 
laboratory standard Gransden ecotype, originally isolated from Little Gransden, 
England, to determine if they differ in their ability to survive water loss. My 
hypothesis was that the Gransden ecotype would display greater dehydration 
tolerance than the Reute ecotype due to the higher average rainfall in the region 
where the Reute ecotype was isolated. Dehydration tolerance was tested by 
exposing the moss to varying atmospheric relative humidities and measuring 
water loss, then measuring chlorophyll fluorescence as an estimate of 
photosynthetic recovery after rehydration.  After comparison of dehydration rates 
and chlorophyll fluorescence, no significant differences were measured between 
the ecotypes; thus, it is inconclusive if one ecotype is more dehydration tolerant 
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Physcomitrella patens overview: 
The moss Physcomitrella patens has been used extensively for plant genetic 
studies since 1968 (Cove, 2005).   The draw of P. patens for genetic studies comes from 
the ease of the plant to work with: P. patens does not require expensive maintenance 
facilities or large laboratory spaces for growth.  Most of the tools used in precision 
mutagenesis research in plants are compatible with P. patens, and efficient gene targeting 
allows precise mutagenesis of specific sequences in the P. patens genome (Schaefer and 
Zryd, 2001). The single cell-layer structure of P. patens allows direct access to individual 
plant cells providing ease to their examination (Koster et al., 2010). All these qualities of 
P. patens have pushed it to the front of plant genomic studies, allowing researchers to use 
P. patens to gain insight to the genetic functions of plants.  Within the species P. patens, 
several different ecotypes of the moss have been identified growing in different physical 
and climatological regions across the globe (Hiss et al., 2017).  The environmental 
conditions in these ecotypes’ growing areas may influence local adaptations in the 
dehydration tolerance of the moss, providing an adaptation for each ecotype to the 
climatological conditions of its growing environment. Looking at various ecotypes and 
their ability to tolerate limited water conditions might reveal genetically-based ecotypic 
differences in P. patens.  
As a bryophyte, P. patens displays an alternation of generations in its life cycle by 
cycling through a haploid phase that produces gametes and a diploid phase that utilizes 
meiosis to produce haploid spores.  The haploid gametophyte phase dominates over the 
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diploid sporophyte. This haploid phase is what comprises most of what we see as the 
green moss plants (Cove, 2005).  P. patens’ life cycle lasts for about three months and is 
heavily dependent on water for sexual reproduction due to the motility of male gametes 
with flagella; the presence of water allows for spermatozoid movement.  The moss grows 
beside lakes, rivers and ditches where the soil has been exposed by falling water levels 
and on open ground in fields (Cove 2005).  Figure 1 below details the life cycle of P. 
patens as it alternates between the haploid gametophyte phase and the diploid sporophyte 







Life Cycle of Physcomitrella patens
Haploid Gametophyte (1n)
Diploid Sporophyte (2n)
1. Release of spores 
from sporangium  
3. Protonema 4. Colony of 
gametophores with 
rhizoids
5. Diploid sporophyte 






Fertilization 2. Spores 
Figure 1: The life cycle of P. patens. (1) Sporangium, or the main body of the sporophyte, 
releases spores, (2) Spores start to divide to become primary protonema, (3) Protonema, or a 
filamentous network of cells, branches and divides to form a young bud (not shown), (4) Young 
bud divides to develop into a leafy shoot, or gametophore. The rhizoids, root-like structures, are 
indicated by the red circle, (5) The gametophore produces both the antheridium (male) and the 
archegonium (female), reproductive structures that produce the sperm and egg.  The sperm 
swims to the egg and fertilizes it.  The diploid sporophyte then forms on the apex of the 
gametophore. Through meiosis in the sporangium, spores are produced, and the life cycle 
begins again. (Figure created by K. Bollinger and used with permission.  Adapted from an 
original by Schaefer & Zrÿd, 2001.) 
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 Reute and Little Gransden Climatological Conditions: 
This experiment examines the differences in desiccation tolerance of two 
individual ecotypes of P. patens, the Gransden (GR) ecotype cultivated from a spore 
collected near Little Gransden, England and the Reute (RT) ecotype cultivated from a 
spore collected near Reute, Germany.  The growing conditions of each strain may 
influence differences in the potential dehydration tolerance each strain may display.  
Maturation of P. patens capsules occurs during a period of August-January (eFloras.org).  
All information describing the climates of both Little Gransden and Reute was retrieved 
from the Climate-Data.org website.  Climate data provided by the Climate-Data.org 
website is retrieved using a climate model with more than 220 million data points.  This 
model compiles weather data from thousands of weather stations across the globe with 
weather data collection occurring between 1982 and 2012 with the data being updated 
periodically.  
The samples of the GR ecotype were retrieved from Gransden Wood, near Little 
Gransden, by Whitehouse in 1962. This spore cultivated by Whitehouse was used 
initially for in vitro culture and became the strain used globally in laboratory studies of P. 
patens (Hiss et al., 2017).  Little Gransden has a warm and temperate climate (Climate-
Data.org). The RT ecotype was collected by Lüth near Freiburg im Breisgau, 11.8 km 
from Reute, in the German state of Baden-Württemberg (Hiss et al., 2017).  Reute’s 
climate is classified as warm and temperate, as is that of Little Gransden (Climate-
Data.org); however, Reute receives considerably more rainfall than Little Gransden 
(Table 1).  
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 Reute, Germany Little Gransden, England 
Average Annual Temperature 10.6 oC 9.7 oC 
Average Annual Rainfall  802 mm 571 mm 
Rainfall During Growing Season 
(August-January) 
369 mm 304 mm 
Highest Rainfall Month August: 89 mm August: 53 mm 
Lowest Rainfall Month January: 51 mm January: 47 mm 
Hottest Month August: 19.1 oC August: 16.3 oC 
Coldest Month January: 1.5 oC January: 2.1 oC 
Highest Recorded Temperature August: 24.5 oC August: 21 oC 
Lowest Recorded Temperature January: -1.5 oC January: 0 oC 
 
Comparing the climatological data for both regions, it is evident that Reute’s 
climate is one that is wetter and warmer than Little Gransden’s.  Both regions share 
August as the hottest month in the growing season; comparing the average temperatures 
of the two regions, Reute averages 3 oC warmer in August than Little Gransden.  A three-
degree difference also exists in the warmest temperatures recorded for the two areas in 
August, with the warmest in Reute being 3.5 oC warmer than the warmest in Little 
Gransden.  August in Reute is much wetter than in Little Gransden, with August 
averaging 36 mm more precipitation in Reute than Little Gransden.  This difference in 
precipitation continues through the other months of the growing season, with Reute 
Table 1: Climatological data for Reute, Germany and Little Gransden, England retrieved 
from Climate-Data.org website.  Temperature and precipitation values are averages for 
the months given for both ecotypes.  Other than the annual precipitation value, data for 
both regions was only considered for the months that comprise the P. patens growing 
season: August-January.  The values for highest and lowest recorded temperatures were 
the hottest and coldest temperatures to occur in both ecotype areas during the growth 
season of P. patens. 
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having a consistently higher average precipitation than Little Gransden.  Reute also 
experiences a larger change in temperature over the growing season than Little Gransden.  
The initial three months of the P. patens maturation period are warmer in Reute than in 
Little Gransden, while the final three months are colder in Reute than in Little Gransden.  
These differential precipitation amounts, and varying temperature of both regions may 
give rise to differences in the two moss ecotypes.  As both moss ecotypes adapted to 
different environmental factors, they may have formed adaptions that will allow one 
ecotype to have greater ability to survive lower levels of dehydration.   
Desiccation and Dehydration Tolerance in Mosses:  
The purpose of this study is to compare the dehydration tolerance of two ecotypes 
of P. patens.  Plants experience water stress through dehydration and desiccation. A plant 
that can recover from nearly the complete loss of all protoplasmic water (80-90%) may 
be considered desiccation tolerant (Oliver et al., 2000).    When plants lose small amounts 
of protoplasmic water to the atmosphere, they experience dehydration stress; this 
dehydration stress becomes desiccation stress when the plant’s losses almost total water 
content. To meet considerations of desiccation tolerance, a plant must achieve three 
criteria when reviving cells that have been air-dried to a state in equilibrium with the 
atmosphere. The plant must ensure any damage occurred during drying is contained to a 
repairable level, it must maintain the integrity of the plant’s physical structures while in a 
dried state, and the plant must activate mechanisms to repair any damage upon 
rehydration of plant tissue (Oliver and Wood, 1997). Because the structure of bryophytes 
is often only one cell layer thick, water is lost and gained freely from the plant’s 
surroundings across the cell’s membrane and wall. When water is lost from the surface of 
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the plant, the cells of the leaves move toward an equilibrium with the surrounding air’s 
water potential, causing the plant to become desiccated.  The desiccation rate depends on 
the relative humidity (RH) of the surrounding air with higher humidities resulting in 
slower drying rates (Oliver et al., 2005).  The loss of water from plant tissue that 
accompanies drying brings physiological and structural changes a plant must be able to 
tolerate to be considered desiccation tolerant.  
Dehydration can damage desiccation-sensitive organisms, causing disruption of 
cellular membranes, leakage of cytoplasmic solutes from cells, and the denaturation of 
cellular proteins (Oldenhof et al., 2006).  Mosses that survive rapid rates of desiccation 
appear to employ a mixture of physiological adaptations, relying on certain mechanisms 
that are meant to simulate a plant’s hydrated state.  Mechanisms such as sucrose 
accumulation are activated during the initial stages of water loss, while other 
mechanisms, such as resumption of respiration, are activated when the stress is reduced 
as the moss rehydrates (Proctor et al., 2007). Many desiccation tolerant plants appear to 
utilize sugars and proteins for protecting physiology and structure during drying (Oliver 
and Wood, 1997). Many bryophytes experience “desiccation morphology” at 
approximately 86% RH, resulting in leaf curling and the shutting down of respiration and 
photosynthetic reactions (Stark, 2017).  Desiccation tolerant cells must also be able to 
tolerate changes in cell structure as water is drawn out of the cells during drying because 
cellular dehydration can damage cellular membranes.   Decreases in the cell volume 
strain the membrane as turgor inside the cell decreases, and this strain can damage or 
destroy membranes (Oliver et al., 2010).  These physical changes occur as plant tissues 
lose water to equilibrate with surrounding atmospheric water content.  
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Past studies with P. patens have indicated that this moss is dehydration tolerant.  
Studies have found P. patens plants that had lost 92% of fresh weight through 
dehydration were able to recover once rehydrated (Frank et al., 2005).  A set of 19 genes 
were identified to be specifically induced during dehydration, showing a correlation of 
these genes’ expression to desiccation tolerance in P. patens (Frank et al., 2005).  Some 
desiccant tolerant plants often accumulate large amounts of disaccharides during drying 
(Oliver et al., 2010); the accumulation of sucrose in P. patens tissue can contribute to 
desiccation tolerance in the plant (Oldenhof et al., 2006).  Sucrose accumulates in P. 
patens during growth in the presence of the phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) 
(Oldenhof et al., 2006). This accumulated sucrose facilitates the formation of a glassy 
state in the plant cell cytoplasm during drying, which prevents many damaging cellular 
effects of desiccation (Oldenhof et al., 2006). Contributing to establishing P. patens as a 
desiccant tolerant plant, Wang et al. (2009) found P. patens utilizes several strategies for 
desiccation tolerance, but the study could not conclude how these individual strategies 
combine to achieve desiccation tolerance in the plant tissue.  Certain proteins were 
upregulated in desiccant tolerant P. patens, such as late embryogenesis abundant (LEA) 
proteins and dehydrins (a sub-class of LEA proteins) (Wang et al., 2009). At least five 
major groups of LEA proteins exist, and their functions are mostly unknown but are 
assumed to be important in desiccation tolerance in plant seed and vegetative tissue 
(Oliver et al., 2010).  The treatment of vegetative tissues with ABA results in a relatively 
high accumulation of LEA proteins in situations of water deficit, suggesting that LEA 
proteins serve a function in stabilizing plant cells and protecting cellular structures from 
physical strain during dehydration (Oliver et al., 2010).  Desiccation tolerance is an 
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inducible ability in P. patens achieved through exposure to and growth with ABA, 
leading the plant to utilize proteins, sucrose, and other solutes to aid in structural support 
during water deficit stress (Oldenhof et al., 2006; Koster et al., 2010).   
Rationale and Hypothesis:  
Water is essential to all life on earth. As studies continue to delve into the effect a 
changing climate can have for all living organisms, choosing a model organism for 
studying the effects of dehydration in plants is crucial. When considering the model 
organism to use for plant genomic studies, it is important to understand the differences 
that exist among the various ecotypes available for study. Understanding the differences 
in dehydration tolerance that come from different ecological conditions can influence 
researchers to choose an ecotype of P. patens that is best suited to the conditions of their 
plant genomic study, allowing dehydration studies to be more effective and informative. 
Identifying variations in desiccation tolerance in individual ecotypes can lay the 
foundations for future research into variations in gene expression among the ecotypes, 
helping to understand how differences in mechanisms of tolerance can create differences 
across the P. patens ecotypes (Hiss et al., 2017).  This study compares the two ecotypes 
of P. patens originating from Little Gransden, England and Reute, Germany.  By 
comparing rates of equilibration to varying levels of RH, measuring final water content, 
and assessing survival, I tested whether either of the ecotypes displays a greater tolerance 
to dehydration.  Due to the lower amounts of precipitation yearly in Little Gransden, I 
hypothesized that the GR ecotype would display a greater overall dehydration tolerance 
than the RT ecotype.   
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Cultivation Methods:  
The GR 2013 ecotype of Physcomitrella patens (Hedw.) Bruch & Schimp. was 
provided by Dr. Stuart McDaniel from the University of Florida. The RT ecotype of P. 
patens was provided for this study by Pierre-François Perroud from the Philipps 
University of Marburg, Germany. The two ecotypes were cultured using the technique of 
Cove et al. (2009), as follows.  Using sterile technique in a biosafety hood, moss samples 
of approximately 3-4 weeks post-homogenization, comprising primarily protonema, were 
homogenized in water and pipetted onto cellophane discs, obtained from AA Packaging 
Ltd., England courtesy of Dr. Melvin Oliver (USDA-ARS), layered on culture medium in 
9 cm diameter Petri dishes.  All instruments and supplies had been sterilized in an 
autoclave prior to use.  The initial trial of GR was grown on BCDAT, containing 
ammonium tartrate, while the latter trials of GR and RT were grown on BCD medium. 
Ammonium tartrate promotes protonemal growth, while slowing the development of 
gametophores, allowing for thicker growth of gametophores once the ammonium tartrate 
is diminished (Cove, 2005).  
After propagation, both ecotypes of moss were placed in a Percival 136-LLX 
(Perry, IA) growth cabinet at 24 C with a 16 h light: 8 h dark cycle at a light intensity of 
50-75 µmol·m-2·s-1. Moss was grown for 4-6 weeks, producing samples that contained 





For experimental trials, the 9 cm cellophane discs covered with moss tissue were 
cut into 2x2 cm squares, yielding 6 samples per plate. Three samples were removed from 
the cellophane and placed on pre-weighed aluminum foil squares, while the other three 
samples were kept on cellophane. All 6 samples were then placed in small plastic Petri 
dishes measuring 4 cm diameter and 5 mm height.  The samples placed on aluminum foil 
were used for measurements of water content since foil, unlike cellophane, does not 
absorb water and therefore does not confound moss water content determinations.  
Previous tests in the Koster lab showed that moss dehydration rates on foil did not differ 
significantly from rates on cellophane (Niemann and Koster, unpublished data).  Samples 
kept on cellophane were used to determine the survival of each ecotype after drying to 
equilibrium with different RH levels.   
Controlled RH chambers were made to equilibrate samples of P. patens to 
different levels of RH. These chambers were made using 500 mL screw-top Nalgene jars.  
Saturated salt solutions were made for each chamber to achieve distinct RH levels. The 
RH levels, water potential values at 25 C, and the corresponding salts used to create the 
salt solutions were: 93% (-10 MPa) KNO3; 89% (- 16 MPa) MgSO4; 86% (- 21 MPa) 
KCl; 75% (- 40 MPa) NaCl; 33% (- 153 MPa) MgCl2 (Rockland, 1960; Winston and 
Bates, 1960). Five RH chambers were made for each ecotype so that each chamber only 
contained samples of one ecotype. All RH chambers were prepared 24 h before the 
beginning of a trial to allow the chambers to come to equilibrium at their designated RH.  
A Petri dish of saturated salt solution was prepared by gradually adding water to a layer 
of salt until a slurry was created, approximately 1 cm deep with no more than 1 mm of 
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liquid water on top.  This slurry buffers the RH within a narrow range, as long as excess 
water absorbed from samples is removed and water is added to the high RH chambers 
that lost water due to evaporation each time the lids were taken off. A Petri dish 
containing the appropriate salt slurry was then placed at the bottom of each chamber and 
the lid closed. After 24 h, the six 2x2 cm moss samples in their small Petri dishes were 
placed inside a single RH chamber on top of a plastic mesh, which allowed separation of 
the dishes from the salt solutions.  
To ensure accuracy of the RH chambers, Sensirion SHT31 RH probes, which 
measure at ±2% RH accuracy, were taped inside the lid of each chamber. Five humidity 
probes were used and were transferred every 24 h between each set of chambers to 
monitor humidity.  Water was taken out or added if chamber RH levels were inconsistent 
with the values established in the literature for each salt. Data were transmitted via 
Bluetooth and recorded each time and day sample weights were recorded.   
The initial weights of the samples on aluminum foil were recorded before samples 
were placed in the RH chambers.  Sample weights were measured using a Mettler MT-10 
microbalance with readability to 1 μg.  After moss samples were placed in their 
respective RH chambers, the chambers were placed in the incubator with a 16 h light: 8 h 
dark cycle, at 24 C, to start the dry down period. Weights of the 3 samples on foil were 
measured quickly at 24 h intervals to monitor water loss at each RH. The samples were 
held in the RH chambers for 6 d (144 h), by which time constant weights were attained, 
indicating that the moss had equilibrated to the RH of the chamber.  Only samples at 93% 
RH (KNO3) for trial 3 of both RT and GR stayed in the salt chambers another 24 h to 
ensure full equilibration. The samples at 168 h showed that even after an additional 24 h 
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dry down period, no additional water was lost from moss tissue. After weights were 
recorded at 144 or 168 h, the three samples on aluminum foil were placed in the oven at 
70 C for 48 h to remove remaining water from the moss tissue. Oven-dried samples 
were transferred to the microbalance in containers with approximately 1 cm silica gel to 
prevent rehydration prior to recording the dry weight. Water contents on a dry matter 
basis were calculated using the formula 




where WC is the water content in g H2O/ g dry matter (dm), FW is the fresh weight of 
moss after equilibration to RH, and DW is the weight of the moss after oven drying.  
Rehydration:  
After equilibration in the RH chambers for 144 h, moss samples for viability 
measurements were placed, still on their cellophane, in a 9 cm Petri dish on two sheets of 
Whatman #1 filter paper that had been soaked with 2 mL sterile water.  The dishes were 
then sealed, wrapped in aluminum foil, and placed back into the incubator for 1 h to 
rehydrate.  Rehydration was done in darkness to limit any potential photobleaching.  
Chlorophyll Fluorescence:  
Survival of moss samples was primarily determined through measurements of the 
chlorophyll fluorescence ratio Fv/Fm. Chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm) measurements 
indicate the maximal possible activity of Photosystem II reaction centers in the electron 
transport chain, thereby providing a gauge of metabolic recovery and survival of the moss 
tissue (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000; Greenwood and Stark, 2014). In short, some of the 
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light energy that is absorbed in the chlorophyll molecules is re-emitted as light, which 
can then be measured by a chlorophyll fluorometer.  The amount of fluorescence emitted 
depends on how effectively chlorophyll in the photosystems uses absorbed light to 
stimulate the electron transfer reactions that start the photosynthetic light reactions 
(Maxwell and Johnson, 2000).  The ratio Fv/Fm compares the variable fluorescence (Fv) to 







where Fo represents the minimum fluorescence yield and Fm is the maximum 
fluorescence yield. The difference between maximum fluorescence and minimum 
fluorescence equals Fv (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000).  Using a ‘light doubling’ technique, 
a high intensity and quick flash of light closes the PSII reaction centers. During the short 
flash of light, the fluorescence reaches its maximum fluorescence (Fm). Comparing the 
maximum fluorescence to the fluorescence in the absence of light (Fo) indicates the 
efficiency of photochemical quenching, and therefore, the activity of PSII.  Higher Fv/Fm 
measurements denote healthier moss tissue and therefore better survival than samples that 
may have lower measurements.  
Before samples of moss were dried down, the initial chlorophyll fluorescence 
ratio Fv/Fm was measured at 0.7 s exposure using an Opti-Sciences Modulated 
Fluorometer model OS-100 (Opti-Sciences Inc. Hudson, NH) with an 8 mm diameter 
probe. Measurements were taken on 3 separate, randomly selected areas of moss. If 
samples contained patches lacking growth, fluorescence measurements were avoided in 
those areas.  
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After 1 h of rehydration on the filter paper, moss samples were again measured 
for chlorophyll fluorescence, using the parameters described earlier, to gauge survival of 
the moss tissue. Chlorophyll Fv/Fm ratios were recorded at three randomly selected 
locations on each 2x2 cm sample of moss, avoiding areas of no growth. After Fv/Fm 
measurements were taken, moss samples were removed from the filter paper and placed 
on sterile BCD or BCDAT medium in 9 cm Petri dishes. The dishes were covered in 
aluminum foil for 24 h at 24 C to prevent photobleaching.  
After 24 h, the aluminum foil was removed, and the chlorophyll fluorescence 
measurements were again recorded for all samples of both ecotypes. One mL of sterile 
water was added, and each plate was sealed with surgical tape (3M Micropore 1.25 cm 
width) to keep the samples sterile while still allowing gas exchange to occur. Chlorophyll 
fluorescence measurements were repeated every 24 h for three days. Because the 
aluminum foil was removed after 24 h, the plates were placed in the dark for 10 min for 
dark adaptation before Fv/Fm measurements were taken.  
Student’s T-tests were used to assess differences among water content data, 
specifically comparisons of final water content in the tissue of the ecotypes following 144 
hours equilibration to varying relative humidities.  T-tests were conducted to discern any 
significant differences among the rates of chlorophyll fluorescence recovery, while an 
ANOVA was used for comparison of dehydration rates.  Details of each analysis are 








 Ecotype Drying Rate Comparison:  
  Ecotype differences were compared through examinations of drying rates; as 
moss samples were introduced to different levels of atmospheric RH, water was lost from 
the moss tissue as the plant cells dehydrated to reach an equilibrium with the atmospheric 
water potential.  Figures 2A through 2E below display the dehydration rate of the RT and 
GR ecotypes when introduced to five atmospheric relative humidities.  The data 
displayed in the graphs below were adjusted to reflected actual measured RH in the 






































































































































2E MgCl2 33% RH
RT
GR
Figures 2A-2E: Rate of water loss of RT and GR samples over saturated salt solutions.   Each line shows 
the mean water contents (gH2O/gDW) for moss samples measured during equilibration to the chamber 
RH.  The graphs were created using mean drying rates from several replicates.  Data has been rearranged 
to reflect actual measured RH for the 93%, 89%, and 86% trials.  The data rearrangement is explained in 
the text below.  Sample size varies between n=1 and n=5 after data rearrangement. Due to rearrangement 
of data, the RT 89% RH data is the result of only one experimental replicate with 3 samples.  
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Upon visual analysis of the drying rates both RT and GR ecotypes appear to 
display similar rates of equilibration with their atmospheric RH.  A two factor (ecotype x 
dehydration time) ANOVA with replication was performed for each humidity level to 
compare the drying rates of the ecotypes. The results of the ANOVA are displayed in 
Table 1; the results show that water content varied significantly with time for both 
ecotypes and at all five RH’s. However, when the interactions between ecotype and 
drying rate are compared, only two RH levels, 89% and 75% RH, showed a significant 
effect of ecotype on drying rate (Table 2).  The ecotype effect at 89% RH may result 
from the small sample size (n=1) of the RT ecotype in this RH.  In the case of the 
samples at 75% RH, it appears that RT samples dried more slowly than the GR samples, 
although both equilibrated within 48 h and the RT samples began the trial with a higher 
water content than the GR samples, possibly increasing drying times.  By examination of 
the graphs, samples dried slower at high RH values than at lower RH values. Both 
ecotypes reached equilibrium with atmospheric water content at approximately 72 h after 
introduction to 89% RH.  In the 86% RH chambers, equilibrium was reached for the GR 
samples at 48 h while the RT samples reached equilibrium at 72 h.  GR and RT appear 
have reached an equilibrium at 48 h after introduction to the 75% RH, and equilibrium 
appears to have been reached at the same time for both ecotypes; however, statistical 
analysis indicates that there is a significant difference between the two ecotypes  The 
33% RH samples of both ecotypes shared a similar rate of water loss and achieved 
equilibrium by 24 h and possibly before the 24 h measurement since that was the earliest 






















1525.99 6 254.33 42.68 1.07E-10* 
 Interaction 18.43 6 3.07 0.52 0.79 
MgSO4/ 
(89%) 




1170.28 6 195.05 367.52 2.23E-19* 
 Interaction 2.47 4 0.62 1.16 0.36 
KCl 
(86%) 




2977.73 6 496.29 92.17 5.85E-25* 
 Interaction 3.86 6 0.64 0.12 0.99 
NaCl 
(75%) 




1897.85 6 316.31 207.02 7.4E-22* 
 Interaction 28.30 6 4.72 3.09 0.019* 
MgCl2 
(33%) 




1999.67 6 333.28 630.93 1.6E-28* 
 Interaction 5.52 6 0.92 1.74 0.15 
 
 
Table 2: ANOVA results measuring ecotype effects on drying rate at experimental RH.  These 
results are from a two factor ANOVA to compare the water contents of each ecotype for each 
measured drying time.  The analysis was performed using R software (RStudio, 2018).  
Samples in the 93%, 89% and 86% RH did not have equal number of replicates due to data 
rearrangement explained below.  Due to rearrangement of data, the RT 89% RH data is the 
result of only one experimental replicate. Significant p-values (α = 0.05) have been labeled in 
the data above with *. 
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Measurements of Final water content:  
Figure 3 below displays the final water contents (gH2O/gDW) of the RT and GR 
ecotypes after 144 h of equilibration for each RH in the three trials.  These measurements 
show which samples retained more water at each experimental RH.   
 
 
To determine if any differences in water content of the samples between ecotypes 
are significant, unpaired, two-tailed t-tests were conducted for the data at each humidity 
level. Table 3 provides results of statistical analysis of the final water contents of four of 
the five relative humidities; the statistical analysis indicates that the four trials tested do 
not show any significant difference between the final water contents of the RT and GR 
Figure 3: Average final water contents of three RT and GR trials. Each bar represents the 
average of all trials for that RH of each ecotype.  Error bars indicate the SD of the mean 
(with mean ranging from n=1 to n=5).  Similarly, with the drying rates, data points were 
moved to account for actual measured RH values.  The data for 93%, 89%, and 86% RH 
were rearranged according to the description below in the text. Due to rearrangement of data, 































ecotypes at the α = 0.05 level.  Although the samples displayed in Figure 6 appear to have 
different water contents at 89% RH, these differences are not statistically significant. 
 93% 89% 86% 75% 33% 
p-Values 0.982 
 
 0.420 0.328 0.566 
 
Data adjustments based on measured RH: 
The five salt slurry solutions used for the creation of the RH chambers were 
intended to create a constant atmospheric RH in each chamber at the intended level.  
However, not all chambers maintained the expected atmospheric RH during the 
experimental trials.  RH meters were moved between chambers every 24 hours to 
measure the actual RH in the chambers during the experiment.  Four chambers showed 
measurements of actual RH that were more than three %RH different from the expected 
RH based on the literature (Rockland, 1960; Winston and Bates, 1960).  Two RT 
chambers in trial 2 read a lower RH than expected for the salt solution in the chamber.  
Specifically, the MgSO4 chamber (expected 89% RH) measured at an actual RH of 86% 
and the KCl chamber (expected 86% RH) read an actual 81% RH on the humidity meter.  
Trial 3 showed two chambers whose measured RH varied from expected RH: the GR 
Table 3: p-values of average GR and RT final water content measurements for three 
experimental trials.  p-value derived from comparisons of final water content 
(gH2O/gDW) of both ecotype after 144-hours of acclimation in RH chambers.  p-values 
calculated from averages of all three trials per RH with a sample size ranging from n=1 
to n=5.  p-value for 89% RH is missing due to lack of sufficient data to perform the 
analysis; due to rearrangement of data explained below in the text, the RT 89% RH data 
is the result of only one experimental replicate.  
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KNO3 chamber (expected 93% RH) showed an actual measured RH value of 85%, and 
the RT MgSO4 chamber (expected 89% RH) measured an actual RH of 86%.   
To accurately reflect water loss due to atmospheric RH and its effects on drying 
rates, water content and survival, these four sets of data for the entire trial were 
rearranged and combined with the data set that was closest to the actual measured RH.  In 
both trials 2 and 3, the data of the RT 89% RH MgSO4 chambers (measured at 86%) was 
moved and added to the data for the RT 86% RH KCl chambers, resulting in the 86% RH 
data being calculated from 5 trial averages instead of the usual 3 trial averages.  
Likewise, this resulted in the RT 89% RH data to be left with only one trial average, the 
trial 1 RT data. Unfortunately, due to the RT 89% RH MgSO4 data being derived from 
only one trial, statistical analysis cannot be performed to determine significance in these 
data.  
In trial 3 the GR 93% RH KNO3 data was moved to the 86% RH trial averages to 
better fit the measured RH (85%).  This resulted in the data for GR 93% RH to be 
composed of only two trial averages while the data for the GR 86% RH is now composed 
of four trial averages.   
Survival Measured by Chlorophyll Fluorescence:  
Samples of both moss ecotypes were measured to assess survival after their 144 h 
dehydration period using chlorophyll fluorescence. Using measurements of chlorophyll 
fluorescence (Fv/Fm), the efficiency of the photosynthetic mechanisms in the moss tissue 
was quantified to serve as an indication of metabolism. These measurements indicate the 
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potential for the moss tissue to perform photosynthesis after rehydration. Higher readings 
indicate more moss tissue with functional photosynthetic machinery.   
Readings of chlorophyll fluorescence were taken from three random spots on each 
of three moss samples per RH per trial; these fluorescence measurements were averaged 
to reveal the photosynthetic efficiency of both ecotypes after dehydration and rehydration 
on BCD medium.  Table 4 shows average fluorescence measurements (Fv/Fm) taken of 
healthy moss tissue before experimentation began; control fluorescence measurements 
were taken from three random locations on 4-5 plates of moss on BCD medium; the 
measurements were averaged to give a control fluorescence measurement for both 
ecotypes for 3 trials. Control measurements indicate the range of fluorescence of healthy 
tissue is Fv/Fm ratios of 0.6-0.7 for both ecotypes.  
 
 
Figure 4 displays the average fluorescence measurements of both ecotypes. 
Fluorescence measurements were averaged across all three trials for comparison of 
fluorescence measurements of both ecotypes.  Fluorescence measurements were taken at 
24 h intervals for 72 h and utilized to measure survival of the ecotypes after re-
introduction to BCD medium.  The GR ecotype recovering after drying at 93% RH shows 
 GR RT 
Trial 1 0.693 ± 0.0131 0.612 ± 0.0244 
Trial 2 0.678 ± 0.0154 0.626 ± 0.0204 
Trial 3 0.668 ± 0.0282 0.639 ± 0.0234 
Table 4: Control Fluorescence (Fv/Fm) measurements of GR and RT samples. Control 
measurements are averages taken from between 12-15 healthy moss tissues per ecotype 
except for GR trial 1 where only 3 control fluorescence measurements were taken. 
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the greatest increase in fluorescence over the 72 h period with the GR samples dried in 
89% RH also showing high recovery with a slight drop in fluorescence between the 48 
and 72 h measurements. Of all 5 RT samples, only those dried at 93% RH showed a 
recovery to an Fv/Fm ratio of almost 0.4 and only the GR sample dried at 93% RH 
recovered to above 0.5. All other samples of GR and RT had low fluorescence ratios with 








































Figure 4: Measurements of Fluorescence (Fv/Fm) taken at 24-hour Intervals. Data displayed above 
shows the average of 3 fluorescence measurements on each of 3 samples per RH, and for most 
treatments, three experimental trials were used (n=27).  Error bars indicate standard deviations. 
The data displayed above was rearranged to account for actual measured RH values.  The data for 
93%, 89%, and 86% RH was rearranged as described in the text. Due to rearrangement of data, 
the RT 89% RH data is the result of only one experimental replicate. 
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The fluorescence ratio recovery was used as an additional assessment of 
dehydration tolerance in the ecotypes.  Survival measurements were calculated by 
comparing the Fv/Fm ratio after 72 h of recovery to the initial Fv/Fm ratio to determine the 
extent of recovery of the photosynthetic apparatus (% Initial Fv//Fm). This survival value 
was plotted against the final water content (gH2O/gDW) of moss tissue after 144 h drying 
in RH chambers (Figure 5).  Figure 5 indicates that the GR samples experienced greater 
survival at lower water contents than the RT ecotype, with two samples of GR recovering 
approximately 90% of initial fluorescence after drying to 0.5 gH2O/gDW, while the RT 
samples that recovered around 80% of their initial fluorescence ratio had final water 
contents of approximately 0.6 and 0.83 gH2O/gDW after drying.  Two other samples of 
GR also had recovery to 50% initial fluorescence or more: one after drying to 
approximately 0.25 gH2O/gDW and the other after drying to approximately 0.7 
gH2O/gDW (Figure 5).  However, the recovery of only 60% initial fluorescence is low 
for a sample with a 0.7 gH2O/gDW since all other samples at water contents above 0.55 
gH2O/gDW had survival close to 90%.  RT displays only one other point of note at 20% 
of initial fluorescence for a sample recovering from just over 0.3 gH2O/gDW. All other 














































Water  Content (gH2O/gDW)
RT
GR
Figure 5: Survival (% Initial Fv//Fm) vs. Water Content (gH2O/gDW) of RT (blue 
triangles) and GR (orange circles) ecotypes after dehydration.  Each point shows the 
percent survival of an individual sample of moss after drying to the water content shown 
on the x-axis.   
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
 The purpose of this study was to determine if any differences exist in dehydration 
tolerance of the RT and GR ecotypes of the moss P. patens.  Due to less precipitation in 
the region of Little Gransden, England, where the GR ecotype was isolated, the 
hypothesis was the GR ecotype would show greater dehydration tolerance than the RT 
ecotype.  To assess this, we looked for any differences that may exist in the rate of water 
lost from the ecotype moss tissue as well as the amount of water remaining in moss tissue 
after equilibration to RH, as these differences may indicate a greater dehydration 
tolerance in one of the ecotypes.  Possible differences in drying rates and water holding 
capacity of the ecotypes were measured using drying curves and final water contents on a 
dry weight basis.  Then the survival of the two ecotypes was compared through 
measurements of chlorophyll fluorescence.  
 Drying rate affects the ability of many dehydration tolerant species to withstand 
the drying stress; previous studies suggest that the faster the rate of desiccation, the 
greater the negative impact is on the plant’s response (Stark, 2017). When comparing the 
drying rates of the ecotypes, the samples at the higher RH took longer to equilibrate than 
did the samples at lower RH, correlating to findings in other studies with P. patens.  
Fick’s Law of diffusion explains why water loss is a slower process at higher RH when 









where F is the flux of diffusion, and 𝐷c is the diffusivity, 𝜕  is the difference in 
concentration divided by the distance, 𝜕 .  Simply put, Fick’s law states that the amount 
of water vapor diffusing from a source is proportional to the gradient of water vapor 
(Wadsö, 1993). Because a larger difference exists between the water content of the moss 
tissue and the amount of atmospheric water vapor at lower RH, the rate of diffusion from 
moss tissue is higher at these lower RH.  A previous study with the GR ecotype found 
that moss samples at 13% RH equilibrated within 24 hours (Koster et al., 2010).  The 
same study noted that moss held at RH above 86% took more than 4 days to equilibrate 
(Koster et al., 2010).  This 86% RH is important for consideration because when plant 
tissues lose water to the atmosphere, and this atmospheric RH reaches approximately 
86% RH, metabolic processes decrease notably, and leaf curling occurs in many mosses 
(Stark, 2017). In the study by Koster et al. (2010), only samples equilibrated to 91% RH 
or above, and therefore dried at slower rates, survived dehydration.  In the current study, 
samples held at 93% RH equilibrated by approximately the 4-day point, or 96 h, slightly 
faster than samples in the Koster et al. (2010) study, yet both GR and RT samples 
survived.  However, moss at all the lower RH reached equilibration before 96 h.  The 
samples at 89% RH achieved equilibrium by 72 h, which GR, but not RT, survived, while 
the samples at 86% RH, which all died, equilibrated between 48 and 72 h.   
 Moss in the current study may have dried slightly faster than moss in the study by 
Koster et al. (2010) due to differences in tissue morphology and clump structure caused 
by growth conditions.  The moss utilized by Koster et al. (2010) was grown on BCDA 
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medium to promote gametophore growth while our mosses were grown on BCD medium 
which resulted in more filamentous protonema cells to be present in our samples (Cove et 
al., 2006).  The leafy structure of tightly packed gametophores should slow the diffusion 
of water from the moss compared to the filamentous protonemata.   
 Tissue type might affect both the drying rate and dehydration tolerance of moss.  
An early study by Frank et al. (2005) found that gametophores and protonemata of GR 
were both able to recover after exposure to a dehydration treatment where the plants lost 
about 85% of their fresh weight, and it was supposed that both moss tissues displayed the 
same amount of dehydration tolerance. Rathnayake et al. (2017) discovered that 
desiccation tolerance can be induced in both protonemata and gemaetophore through a 
slow process of drying at constant RH. Protonemata cells developed desiccation tolerance 
when dried gradually and held for several days at 89% RH; after rehydration moss 
displayed continued growth and increased chlorophyll fluorescence ratios (Rathnayake et 
al., 2017). In contrast, a recent study by Xiao et al. (2018), also using the GR ecotype, 
found that protonemata cells did not survive dehydration at any tested RH.  After 
dehydration to equilibrium with 90% RH, 33% RH and 12% RH, the protonema cultures 
failed to survive regardless of drying rate; conversely, gametophores survived 
dehydration to equilibrium with 90% RH and could survive equilibrium with air at 20% 
and 50% RH if dried gradually over 4-7 days (Xiao et al., 2018).  In the current study, 
GR, but not RT, survived equilibrium with 89% RH, despite having a slightly faster 
drying rate and enrichment of protonemata compared to the moss used by Koster et al. 
(2010).  This finding provides some support for the idea that protonemata can survive 
dehydration, in contrast to the report of Xiao et al. (2018).   
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The drying rate curves display the loss of water from the samples as they 
equilibrated to their experimental RH values.  ANOVA results show a significant ecotype 
effect at 89% RH (Table 2), but this significance is likely due to these measurements 
being from only one experimental trial for the RT ecotype.  Another significant effect of 
ecotype and an interaction between ecotype and drying time were found for the 75% RH 
(NaCl) drying curve, indicating that the GR and RT rates of equilibration to 75% RH 
were significantly different.  Visual analysis of the curves indicates that the RT samples 
reached equilibrium at a slower rate than the GR samples, although both samples reached 
equilibrium by 48 h.  Although the 75% RH trial did indicate a significant difference in 
drying rates, this was the only experimental RH that did.  Thus, a difference in drying 
rate cannot explain why GR survived at 89% RH and RT did not.  If there were a 
consistent difference between the two mosses that would confer a greater dehydration 
tolerance to one ecotype, we might expect to see significant ecotype effects at the higher 
experimental RH where the two ecotypes display a much more gradual drying rate.  
Further trials with the ecotypes should be conducted to see if a consistent difference 
exists among the ecotypes in the 75% or other variable humidity drying times.  
 The water contents of the moss were measured on a dry weight basis after the 
moss samples had equilibrated to RH for 144 h (Fig. 3).  Previous experiments with 
mosses have indicated that the water content at 50% RH for most species is 
approximately 10% (0.1 gH2O/gDW) on a dry weight basis (Stark, 2017). Our results 
show all samples equilibrated above 50% RH had water contents greater than 0.1 
gH2O/gDW, while both ecotypes at 33% RH were approximately 0.05 gH2O/gDW on a 
dry matter basis: as expected, well below 10% (0.1 gH2O/gDW) value cited by Stark 
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(2017).  A previous study found that samples equilibrated at 95% RH had an average 
water content of 0.64 gH2O/gDW (Koster et al., 2010).  At 93% RH, both RT and GR 
showed approximately equal water content values of 0.6 gH2O/gDW, just slightly below 
the values for the Koster et al. (2010) studies’ moss at 95% RH. The same study found 
samples equilibrated at 91% RH had a water content of 0.32 gH2O/gDW (Koster et al., 
2010).  Comparing these values to samples equilibrated to 89% RH, we see higher values 
for water content in the current study, with the RT ecotype measuring approximately 
0.511 ± 0.073 gH2O/gDW and the GR ecotype measuring approximately 0.44 ± 0.144 
gH2O/gDW.  However, the results at 89% RH were from only one experimental set of 
data for RT due to rearrangements of data for actual measured RH, as described in the 
results.  Further trials at the 89% RH would make the water content measurement for RT 
more accurate.  Statistical analysis reveals there was no significant difference in the final 
water contents of either ecotypes of all five RH.  As stated before, it appears a 
physiological difference does not exist that grants one ecotype a greater ability to resist 
water loss nor does there appear to be a physiological difference in the moss that allows 
one ecotype to retain more water relative to mass than the other ecotype. 
Chlorophyll fluorescence ratio measurements (Fv/Fm) indicate the capability of the 
photosynthetic mechanisms of the plant cells to undergo photosynthesis.  These 
measurements display the ability of the plant cells to produce compounds for cellular 
respiration, provide energy for the cell and maintain the cell’s life.  Taking measurements 
of fluorescence from healthy tissue of both ecotypes, we saw that healthy GR and RT 
moss displayed a fluorescence ratio Fv/Fm measurement of 0.6-0.7.  Past studies with 
chlorophyll fluorescence in mosses show measurements in this range as well.  One study 
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utilized the moss Atrichum androgynum to determine how ABA affects dehydration 
tolerance and found fluorescence measurements (Fv/Fm) between 0.4-0.5 immediately 
after desiccation and then increasing to 0.6-0.7 during rehydration (Beckett et al., 2001). 
Those samples were treated with ABA to improve their dehydration tolerance and 
therefore yielded higher fluorescence ratios than non-ABA treated samples. A similar 
study with A. androgynum also found values of Fv/Fm between 0.4-0.6 for control (non-
ABA-treated) tissue after drying and rehydration (Mayaba et al., 2001). The GR ecotype 
equilibrated to 93% RH in the current study seemed to mirror the rehydration of A. 
androgynum (Beckett et al., 2000; Mayaba et al., 2001) and recovered to an Fv/Fm ratio 
of approximately 0.54, the highest recovery of all ecotypes and all experimental RH (Fig. 
4).  Compared to the average initial fluorescence ratio of 0.67, this represents a recovery 
of approximately 80%.   The RT samples equilibrated to 93% RH also recovered to Fv/Fm 
of almost 0.4 (Fig. 4).  The GR samples equilibrated to 89% RH recovered to Fv/Fm of 
approximately 0.32 (Fig. 4). Moss dried at 89% and 93% RH were the only ones to show 
a notable recovery; all other samples showed a final recovery with Fv/Fm of less than 0.1 
with some showing a recovery of 0, indicating that the samples died.  It would be 
expected that the 93% and 89% RH samples would show the most recovery as these 
samples were in the highest relative humidities.  Since two sets of samples of RT held 
over saturated MgSO4 proved to have been equilibrated to RH lower than the expected 
89%, those data were re-arranged to group with their other samples from the actual 
measured RH values, resulting in the data for 89% RH to be from only one experimental 
trial for that ecotype. Further experimental study may show an increase in the 
fluorescence of the RT samples at 89% RH if conducted with multiple replicates and 
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better control of chamber RH during experimentation. Interestingly, the GR recovering 
from 93% RH had an average fluorescence approximately 0.2 Fv/Fm higher than the 
average ratio for RT recovering from 93% RH (Fig. 4), although the great variability 
among the experimental replicates does not allow conclusions about whether these 
somewhat higher measurements were caused by a physiological difference in the moss 
that provides greater dehydration tolerance.   
When comparing survival and final water content, a past study showed moss dried 
to water contents less than 0.3 gH2O/gDW on a dry weight basis did not routinely survive 
this extent of dehydration, unless those samples were pre-treated with ABA (Koster et al., 
2010).  This trend is supported by comparisons of final water content and chlorophyll 
fluorescence ratios in this study as the samples with higher final water contents displayed 
high measurements of fluorescence (Fig. 5).  In this figure, individual experimental 
replications are graphed, which eliminates the large variances seen in calculations of 
means from all the trials. Here it can be seen that GR achieved higher recovery of 
chlorophyll fluorescence at lower water contents than did the RT ecotype.  GR had two 
trials in the 90% survival range after drying to approximately 0.5 gH2O/gDW while the 
RT ecotype had no samples with fluorescence recovery greater than 20% after drying to 
water contents below 0.6 gH2O/gDW.  However, these results do not indicate if these 
difference in survival based on water content is significant. The GR ecotype does seem to 
display higher rates of survival after dehydration than the RT ecotype with more points 
indicating survival and these points displaying higher survival at lower final water 
contents.  However, due to the lack of sufficient sample numbers, we are unable to 
determine if this difference in survival is statistically significant.   
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This study examined if any difference existed in dehydration tolerance of two 
ecotypes of the moss P. patens.  I hypothesized the GR ecotype would show a greater 
dehydration tolerance than the RT ecotype due to lower annual precipitation in Little 
Gransden, England, where the GR ecotype was initially collected, than the wetter Reute, 
Germany, the collection location of the RT ecotype.  After comparisons of drying rates, 
final water contents and chlorophyll fluorescence measurements of survival, the results of 
this study are inconclusive; I cannot accurately state if either ecotype displays a greater 
dehydration tolerance.  The GR ecotype does seem to display higher survival rates at the 
higher humidities as well as measuring higher survival at lower final water contents as 
compared to the RT ecotype, but we cannot judge if these differences are significant.  
Future studies of these two ecotypes could reveal any possible physiological 
differences in dehydration tolerance that may exist.  This experiment did experience 
complications in maintaining the appropriate RH levels in experimental chambers during 
the entirety of the project.  Due to limited availability of RH meters, we were unable to 
continuously monitor the RH of each chamber and ensure an accurate RH during the 
entire drying process.  The use of the saturated salt solutions would ideally create an 
environment that simulates the variety of RH found in nature. When studying 
dehydration tolerance it is important to study two aspects, the extent of water loss within 
the test plants and the rate at which the water is lost from the tissue (Stark, 2017; Xiao et 
al., 2018).   It is important to realize in nature that mosses on moist soils experience a 
gradual drying event, while mosses desiccated in a lab environment, without a moistened 
substrate, may equilibrate to the target RH in only a few hours (Stark, 2017).  The use of 
the saturated salt solutions would allow a controlled humidity environment within the 
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experimental chamber and provide adequate hydration to slow the equilibration process 
into a more gradual event.  The struggle with our salt solutions came from making our 
solutions through trial and error, adding more salt and/or water and removing excess 
hydration when seen.  The inability to constantly monitor the RH of each chamber 
ultimately caused some moss samples to be stored at a RH lower than expected.  Future 
experiments with saturated salt solutions should focus on accurate maintenance of 
expected RH values through RH monitoring.  Equilibrating samples of both ecotypes in 
the same RH chambers will also reduce variability in the study and allow for better 
examination of the effect of various RH levels on the ecotypes. 
In summary, although experimental difficulties and time constraints led to a lack 
of sufficient sample numbers to make robust conclusions, the preliminary data obtained 
in this study demonstrate that both GR and RT ecotypes can survive mild dehydration at 
93% RH and confirm that GR can survive moderate dehydration at 89% RH.  The 
preliminary results suggest that moss from the RT ecotype does not survive the same 
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